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Q.1. Tick the correct answers:

i) Name the harvest crop of Kerala?
   a. Rice    b. Bajra    c. pulses    d. Maize

ii) Name the vegetable that grows under the soil.
    a. Potato  b. Tomato  c. Pumpkin  d. chili

iii) The leaves of onion turn into this colour when its ready to be cut.
     a. Brown    b. yellow    c. green    d. red

iv) Which tool is used to cut the dried leaves of onions?
    a. Spade    b. sickle    c. plough    d. plucker

v) Tick the unwanted plants that grows up with crops?

vi) Which implement is used to loosen the soil?
    a. Khunti    b. illege    c. chaku    d. plate

Q.2. Fill in the blanks:

a) Basva lives in Belvanika village in ________________.

b) Appa planted_________ in his field.

c) __________ is used to loosen the soil.

d) Amma and aunty use the___________ to cut the dried leaves.

e) _________ grow in fields and gardens, without being planted.

Q.3. Name the implements.

Name (in this chapter) ______________  ______________  ______________

Name in your area ____________________   ____________________   ___________________

Work ____________________   ____________________   ____________________

Q.4. Answers the following questions:

a) What are weeds? Why should we remove them?
 Ans. _____________________________________

b) How do you help your parents?

Ans. _____________________________________

c) Why does Basva does not go to school when onion leaves turn yellow?

Ans. _____________________________________

_____ _____________________________________

_________________________

d) Why do Appa and Uncle do with a lot of onions?

Ans. _____________________________________

_____ _____________________________________

_________________________

Q.5. Look at the pictures and write about the activity.

______________________       ____________________                 ______________________

_______________________     _______________________

____________________

Q.6. What do you know about Basva. Write few lines.

Ans. _____________________________________

_________________________

_________________________

_________________________

_________________________